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Why Dimplex Electric Fires? 

There is nothing quite like a fire – it creates a wonderful feeling of comfort and 

cosiness, with the added dimension a warm glow brings to any room. Dimplex 

electric fires require no installation and are 100% efficient, bringing you an incredibly 

realistic flame effect at the flick of a switch.

 

Installation is easy, with none of the cost and siting constraints associated with flue 

and gas connections. All Dimplex electric fires come complete with a fitted plug and 

many don’t even require a fireplace. You simply plug-in and go!

 

With a wide range of tradition and ultra modern designs, we can offer a fire for every 

living are and on every budget. You can choose from two flame effects –  

Optiflame and Opti-myst. Optiflame is our original and the world’s best selling electric 

flame effect, while Opti-myst is our new realistic fully three-dimensional flame effect.

 

A Dimplex electric fire will bring your home to life, creating comforting ambiance in 

any room.

* wall mounted and inset fires require some installation.  
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choosing your fire



Pages 5-14Portable

A stunning range of designs suitable to move from room to room.

Page 15-16Freestanding

An impressively authentic, stove style fire that can be used almost anywhere.

Pages 21-30Complete Suites

A range of traditional and modern surrounds, which include a mesmerising fire 

with patented Optiflame effect, for a complete fireplace in an instant.

Pages 17–20Wall Mounted

Contemporary wall mounted electric fires which provide alluring art-in-flames 

for your wall.

Inset 

A range of fires that can be inset into the fireplace openings or the wall. 

Choice of mantles and surround available. 

Pages 31-36

Pages 37-44Opti-Myst 3D Fires

The NEW collection of fully three-dimensional electric fires, available in a range 

of applications. 

Technical Specifications

See these pages for detailed specifications.

Pages 45-49

product range
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If you are looking for a quick and easy heating solution which 

provides instant ambience, then a Dimplex portable electric fire 

is perfect for you and your home this Winter… 

 

A Dimplex portable electric fire can be positioned almost 

anywhere bringing instant ambience to your home. 

 

Very easy to use, just plug-in and enjoy.

portable fires
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This unique and charming electric fire adds warmth and pizzazz 

to any room. The clean, modern lines are highlighted by the 

gloss finish and louvered front panel. Realistic flames rise up 

from a glowing coal bed providing cozy ambiance year-round.

mini cube
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The Cube is an eye-catching fire that will liven up any room with 

it's clean lines and rounded edges. The ability to showcase the 

flame with or without heat, means you can enjoy your fire all 

year round. 

cube

Product Specifications

Please see pages 30-34
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portable fires



The Lee Silver electric fire will make an immediate statement 

in any room. With solid clean lines and a contemporary silver 

finish, you will be able to enjoy the ambiance of this stylish fire. 

lee silver
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portable fires



The Tango is a classic, compact stove designed to fit in a 

standard fireplace or on a hearth. It is available in a black cast 

effect finish, with opening doors. The Optiflame coal effect gives 

a unique, warming glow that can be enjoyed throughout 

the year. 
 

tango
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Product Specifications

Please see pages 30-34

portable fires



This compact electric stove gives you all of the cozy ambiance 

of a wood stove with none of the mess. The matt black finish, 

working door and traditional details make it a perfect addition to 

any space.

ritz
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portable fires



Just imagine you have a plain wall in your home... you need a 

solution to jazz it up and bring it to life. You're unable to recess 

anything into the wall, and it's too costly and inconvenient to 

install a freestanding wood fire.  

A freestanding electric fire from Dimplex is the perfect solution!  

Designed to look its best flat against a wall, a freestanding 

fire will make a plain wall come to life without the need for 

recessing. Simply place against the wall you want to embellish, 

plug into your power source, and enjoying the charming flame 

effect all year round. 
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freestanding  fires

Mantle not included. Interior design concept only

The Zamora freestanding fire will help you create the feeling of 

a real fireplace in your home without the need for an existing 

fireplace, or the hassle of maintaining a traditional wood fire.  

Featuring a white pebble fuel bed, and stylish black and chrome 

finish, this electric fire will make a statement in any room.

zamora
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Add an eyecatching detail to any living space with a Dimplex 

wall-mounted electric fire. 

Perfect mounted at eye level, a wall mounted electric fire is 

the ideal conversation starter. Mesmerising flames, creating an 

unrivalled ambiance that is sure to be the centre of attention 

around the home. 

A wall mounted electric fire is ideal for those who may not have 

the floor space to accommodate another form of electric fire.
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wall mounted  fires

The minimalist design of the Clova will suit the decor of almost 

any room. Not only will this electric fire provide warmth and 

comfort, but being wall mounted will save precious floor space 

and create a lifelike piece of art which can be enjoyed all year 

round. 

clova



features

mesmerising effect.

Versatile Installtion - 
recessed, retrofit or  
wall mounted. 

Remote Control

 contemporary effect

 installation with surround, recess firebox into new  

 construction, or retrofit into an existing wall.

wall mounted fires

synergy

19 20

The Synergy is a fireplace like no other. The large 50-inch-wide viewing area, attractive black finish, incredible 

flame technology and beautiful glass ember bed makes this fireplace a must have for any home. The Synergy wall 

mount fire offers comfort, ambiance and style and is sure to be the most talked about piece in the home.

cohesion surround

features

Stainless Steel Trim

Wall Mounted Installation

This product is sold as a surround for the Synergy fireplace. The Cohesion wall mount surround makes a 

seamless addition to any modern space, enabling the beautiful Synergy firebox to be installed without the need for 

intrusive recessing. It's burnished walnut finish and simple stainless steel detail  will ensure the Cohesion Surround 

will merge with almost any decor! 



Redefine one or many of your favourite spaces with a gorgeous 

Electraflame electric fire suite.

These electric fire suites are supplied with the mantle of your 

choice, and provide an eye catching piece to any room. The 

Electraflame series provides the look and feel of a real fire with 

ease - installation is quick, no piping or venting is required, 

simply connect to your power supply. 

mantle, for those who want to completely customise their own 

Electraflame look!

complete suites
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The Featherstone fireplace suite will impart the relaxed mood of a mountain lodge to any room you choose. The 

warmth of wood accents in the recessed header and mantel brackets serve as a rustic compliment to the crisp 

architectural ledge rock theme.

 venting required

featherstone

features

Stone Look

Stone Trim
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complete suites

The Manhattan turns heads with its striking, elongated, bold, white pilaster design that is complimented by its strong 

black encasement. The smoked tempered glass top is the perfect balance of softness to finish off the mantel that 

is sure to make a bold statement in any space.

 venting required

manhattan

features

Tempered Glass Top

Stepped hearth



Capture the feel of a private retreat! This simply stunning mantel recreates the rustic charm of a woodland retreat 

with the life-like look of natural stone and hand-hewn pine.

 venting required

fieldstone
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complete suites

features

Stone Look Veneer



Clean, uncluttered lines and a classic form that complements any décor make the Kenton electric fireplace perfect 

 or venting required
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complete suites

kenton

features

Elegant Trim

Simple Detail



espresso finish. Ample storage for all of your media components is available in the two large storage cabinets 

that feature beautifully crafted bevelled glass doors and stable glass shelving. The full length space under the 

television platform allows you to easily store any media players neatly, allowing full access. The platform is 

reinforced to accommodate televisions up to 60" making this stunning piece a welcome addition into any room.

 venting required

 with bevelled glass doors and stable glass shelving

bennett
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complete suites

features

Storage Cabinets

Component Storage



add comfort, style and ambiance to any room - all the while cleaning your air with the Purifire air treatment system. 

With the option to completely customise your look with mantle surrounds or a more contemporary trim, you can be 

 

 air filtering electric fireplace

 pulsating embers

 for installation into finished wall opening

 

Available in three sizes, and with an array of decorative options to choose from, there is sure to be a combination 

to suit your needs and décor. 
 

integral air filtering electric fireplace. So not only will an Optiflame built-in fireplace look great, but will help improve air 

quality around your home.

inset fires
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 washable filter.

 air-circulating fan only to provide continuous,    

 quiet cleaning.

 rating  - filters as small as 1 micron.

 on average.

system – the world’s first integral air filtering electric fireplace.

BF33

choose your look
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inset fires

Product Specifications

Please see pages 30-34

BF39

choose your look
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pulsating embers and LED inner glow logs create an incredible realism that become the focal point of any room. 

Create a sleek contemporary look with a black, silver or stone mantle, or if you are more of a traditionalist perhaps a 

 filtering electric fireplace

 pulsating embers

 installation into finished wall opening



a welcome addition to the family home!

 and pulsating embers

 or for installation into finished wall opening
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BF42

choose your look

inset fires
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This little stove has been designed with the traditional in mind, with a cast style finish and double opening doors. 

provides stove simplicity, effortlessly. 

 flame and smoke effect

A revolution in electric fire technology. 

Deceptively real, Opti-myst will captivate you from the moment 

you see it. The fully 3-dimensional effect uses established 

ultrasonic technology adapted from commercial applications 

to create an ultra-fine water mist that is illuminated to create the 

'flames' and the 'smoke'. The result? 

An effect that surpasses all expectations for realism in an 

electric fire. 

Scan to see the flame in action!

introducing 3D fires
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oakhurst

features

Revolutionary Opti-myst 
Flame Effect

Traditional Stove Design 

Remote Control



The Sacramento offers unrivalled elegance and style. With a polished chrome finish, and sleek solid lines, this is a 

truly striking addition to your home. Insert this fire into an existing fireplace, or build your own mantle to suit the decor 

of your home.  

 smoke effect
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opti-myst fires

sacramento

features

Chrome Finish

Sleek Lines

Remote Control

Mantle not included. Interior design concept only



The Redway. A beautifully designed wall mounted fire, finished with a high gloss fascia that is accented with the 

metallic lustre of anthracite.  Truly art in flames for your wall. 

 smoke effect

redway
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opti-myst fires

features

Anthracite Finish

Wall Mounted

Remote Control



An alluring centerpiece to any home. 

 smoke effect
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opti-myst fires

moorefield

features

Elegant Trim

Remote Control



technical specifications

portable
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Mini Cube Cube Lee Silver Tango Ritz
Model Lee Tango Ritz-C

370h x 320w x 200d 490h x 470w x 260d 725h x 565w x 260d 547h x 440w x 295d 595h x 570w x 315d

1500 2000 2000 2000 2000

2 2 2 2 2
Thermostat Control No No Yes No No

Finish Silver

Remote Control No No No No No

Replacement Warranty 2yr 2yr 2yr 2yr 2yr

Zamora Clova  Synergy
Model Zamora

665h x 603w x 226d

2000 2000 1230
2 2 1

Finish Self-trimming black firebox
Surround* No No Optional "Cohesion" wall mount

NA NA

NA NA 470h x 1245w x 200d

Thermostat Control No No No
Remote Control No No Yes
Warranty 2yr 2yr 2yr

freestanding wall mounted

*Optional Accessories
**Technical data and suggested fireplace opening contained in this brochure are for reference only. 
Any installaion must be done according to the data drawings detailed in the owners manual



technical specifications

complete suites
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inset

Manhattan Featherstone Fieldstone Kenton Bennett Firebox only

Model FEA-ST-LF FIE-S-LF SSE-E-LF  
SSE-W-LF

Firebox
2160 2160 2160 2160 2160 2160

Volts 240 240 240 240 240 240
Amps 10 10 10 10 10 10

 
1420w  
440d

1117h 
1550w 
395d

1092h 
1412w 
356d

1099h 
1254w 
421d

1010h 
1670w 

597h 
695w 
224d 

NA NA NA NA NA 679w
 229d

2 2 2 2 2 2
Thermostat Control Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Finish with glass top
Stone

 with wood accents Stone and Timber Expresso or White Espresso 
with glass shelves

Remote Control Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Replacement Warranty 1yr 1yr 1yr 1yr 1yr 1yr

**Technical data and suggested fireplace opening contained in this brochure are for reference only. 
Any installaion must be done according to the data drawings detailed in the owners manual

BF33 BF39 BF42
Model

Fuel effect Logs Logs Logs

2000 2000 2000

Gross weight 34 42.5 46
2 2 2

Frost Protection Yes Yes Yes
Overheat Protection Yes Yes Yes
Air Purifier Yes Yes No

Trims*

Glass 

Mantle* NA

NA
Remote Control Yes Yes Yes
Replacement Warranty 1yr 1yr 1yr

*Optional Accessories



Oakhurst Sacramento Redway Moorefield
Model# Oakhurst Sacramento Redway Moorefield

620h x 520w x 220d 

Framing dimensions** NA 559h x 457w x 65d 702h x 634w x 59d NA
2000 2000 2000 2000

Replacement Warranty 2yr 2yr 2yr 2yr
2 2 2 2

Thermostat Control Yes Yes Yes Yes
Overheat Protection  Yes  Yes Yes Yes
Flame Intensity Control Yes Yes Yes Yes

Finish Chrome Cream Stone effect

Remote Control Yes Yes Yes Yes

technical specifications

opti-myst 
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**Technical data and suggested fireplace opening contained in this brochure are for reference only. 
Any installation must be done according to the data drawings detailed in the owners manual

The most realistic smoke and
flame effect ever seen in an 

electric fire

Scan to see the flame in action
or visit www.dimplex.com.au




